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DEGREES OF COMPARISON 

 

EXERCISES 

POSITIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

tall taller tallest 

young younger youngest 

great greater greatest 

poor poorer poorest 

strong stronger strongest 

mind minder Mindest 

fine finer Finest 

 

EXERCISES 

 

POSITIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

distinguished More distinguished Most distinguished 

satisfied More satisfied Most satisfied 

good better best 

leisurely More leisurely Most leisurely 

gracious More gracious Most gracious 

dependent More dependant Most dependant 

far farther farthest 

 

Do as directed 

1. Very few countries in the world are as rich as America. (Change into superlative degree) 

Ans- America is one of  the richest country in the world. 

2. Maria is not as intelligent as Sonia. (Change into comparative degree) 

Ans- Sonia is more intelligent than Maria. 

3.  He is better than the other players in his team. (Change into superlative degree) 

Ans- He is the best player in his team 

4. Very few metals are as costly as gold. (Change into superlative degree) 

Ans- Gold is one of  the most costly mental. 

5. Jupiter is the biggest of all the planets. (Change into comparative degree) 

Ans- Jupiter is bigger than any other planets.  



6. Greenland is larger than all other island in the world. (Change into superlative degree) 

Ans- Greenland is the largest island in the world.  

7. Apples are not as sweet as mangoes. (Change into comparative degree) 

Ans- Mangoes are sweeter than Apples. 

8. Raju is as good as any other player in the team. (Change into superlative degree) 

Ans- Raju is one of  the best player in the team. 

9. No other subject is as difficult as mathematics. (Change into superlative degree) 

Ans- Mathematics is the most difficult subject. 
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